
                                                                                               
Take one for a spin! 
A Hydro Twister® is an industrial flat-surface cleaner that connects to a 
pressure washer and uses a spray bar rotating at a high speed just above 
the ground to clean concrete more consistently than an operator with a 
wand, with less fatigue, and uses less water than a hose wash down.  
Hydro Twister surface cleaners can be used with cold water or up to 
210°F hot water for extra stubborn grease or grime, eliminating the need 
for soap pretreatment in most applications.  
 
Cleans more square footage, without zebra striping, than others in its 
class.  The proprietary aluminum spray arm with compound angled 
nozzles not only clean up to the edge but also push water aside to create 
more impact on the surface it cleans.  The heavy duty, stainless skirt 
protects the spray arm from damage.  The handle floats to adjust to 
operator height and comfort.  Connection to your pressure washer gun is 
quick and easy with the 22mm coupler.   
Includes 2) #2.7 nozzles.  Use with 3000-5000psi, 3-6gpm. 
Part# ANT2NH 
 
 
 

Connect a Hydro Twister® surface cleaner to your pressure 
washer for: sidewalks, restroom floors, drive-thrus, school yards, 
food processing floors, sport courts, loading docks, stadiums and 
other flat surfaces.   
 
 
Standard Features: 

 Use with cold or hot water, up to 210°F 

 Low profile deck to fit under benches & machinery 

 Rustproof and heavy duty stainless deck / handle to outlast 
all others in even the harshest of conditions. 

 Three, non-marking casters freely swivel for side to side or 
front to back cleaning. 

 Brush guard to reduce splash on building windows and 
operator 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For the optimal cleaning results, ask your dealer to match your surface 
cleaner nozzle size to the pressure and flow of your power washer.  
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A rustproof, chip proof, stainless steel hose reel for about the same cost as a painted one.  These reels 
are built to stand up to years of use and the mounting foot allows you to mount it almost anywhere.  Fluid 
path and mounting foot are zinc plated steel.  Reels are shipped quick, fully assembled, and are proudly 
MADE IN THE USA.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pivoting hose reel: This stainless pivoting hose reel has a capacity 
of 150’ x 3/8” high pressure hose, 5000psi, 400°F and is designed 
to mount on tubing with the enclosed clamp, or can be mounted on 
a wall.  The reel has a friction brake for adjusting the drag 
depending on your job.  It will pivot a full 360 degrees or you can 
slide the pin to lock the rotation where needed.  Part# AR425 

 
Stacking Hose Reels: Two stainless hose reels attached to a 
sturdy powder coated steel frame that conveniently bolts down to 
any flat surface. (Ships in two boxes). 

Two configurations to choose from:  
Reel capacity of 250’ x 3/8”, 5000psi, 400° 
paired with a 150’ inlet reel. Part# AR325 
Reel capacity of 250’ x 3/8”, 5000psi, 400° 
paired with another of the same. Part# AR326 

 
 
 

Hot Link Hot Water Generator 
Would you like your cold water pressure washer to be capable of spraying hot water?  Simply connect the 
Hot Link to your existing cold water pressure washer (up to 4350psi /300bar, up to 5gpm / 19liters) with the 
included 4’ connection hose and you have the hot water you need to wash away grease and grime 
efficiently.  The Hot Link uses a diesel fired burner and schedule 80 steel pipe coil with ceramic insulation to 

efficiently provide up to 200F water.  The Hot link is compact and rugged with a powder coated steel 
base/frame and stainless coil enclosure.   
Dimensions: 29”Lx22”Wx22”H 
 
 

Part# CPHL5DCH 
12v powered, wire to the 
battery on your pressure 
washer (minimum 14amp 
charging system) 
 
Part# CPHL5E1H 
115v, 1ph, 15 amp, plug 
into a wall outlet or 2000w 
generator 

Part# Temp. Capacity psi Type 

AR100 250°F 150’ of ⅜” 3500 narrow-base mount, friction brake 

AR150 400°F 150’ of ⅜” 5000 narrow-base mount, friction brake 

AR110 250°F 250’ of ⅜” 3500 large-base mount, pop-pin brake 

AR151 400°F 250’ of ⅜” 5000 large-base mount, pop-pin brake 

AR152 cold 150’ of ⅝” Inlet large-base mount, pop-pin brake 

AR188 400°F 100’ of ⅜” 5000 wall mount to 16” stud width 
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